H6920 HOW SLEEP THE BRAVE  (GREAT BRITAIN, 1981)
(Other titles: Once upon a time in Vietnam)

Credits: director/writer, Lindsay Shonteff.
Cast: Lawrence Day, Daniel Foley, Luis Manuel, Thomas M. Pollard.
Summary: War film set in South Vietnam in the 1960s. In Vietnam, a squad of newly arrived soldiers is immediately sent on a hazardous jungle patrol by their gung ho company commander (Muncke). They take casualties and find American dead who have been hung from trees by the Viet Cong. On their return to camp they are immediately dispatched on a new mission to raid a Viet Cong village. They are ambushed along the way and execute a number of V.C. prisoners who refuse to provide intelligence information. Pursued by V.C. reinforcements, the squad withdraws toward a river in hope of rescue by helicopter, but they are all killed in a last stand.

No known reviews.